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I. INTRODUCTION

The survey this year focuses on significant decisions in the area of
privilege and expert opinion. In United States v. Smith, the court explicitly
rejected ajournalist's First Amendment privilege for non-confidential "work
product" information in a criminal case. I In United States v. Robinson, a case
involving the attorney-client privilege, the court analyzed unusual and
complex issues concerning (1) the confidentiality of statements by lawyer and
client regarding the client's attempt to employ the lawyer, and (2) whether the
client's nonverbal conduct-possessing and delivering a document to the
lawyer-was assertive, and thus protected by the privilege, or nonassertive.2

In the area of expert testimony, the survey examines two troubling
decisions regarding the scope of the Supreme Court's Daubert principle,

• Professor of Law, Texas Tech University School of Law. B.B.A., University of Wisconsin,
1955; LL.B., University of Wisconsin, 1960; LL.M., University of Chicago, 1964.

I. 135 F.3d 963, 971 (5th Cir. Feb. 1998). The decision in no way casts doubt on Fifth Circuit
precedent that at least in civil cases, a qualified First Amendment journalist's privilege protects
confidential sources from disclosure. See Miller v. Transamerica Press, Inc., 621 F.2d 721,725-27 (5th
Cir. 1980), modified, 628 F.2d 932 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 1041 (1981).

2. 121 F.3d 971, 976-77 (5th Cir. Aug. 1997).
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under which trial courts perform a gatekeeping role by deciding questions
concerning the reliability of expert testimony.3 In Watkins v. Telesmith, Inc.,
the Fifth Circuit held that judges must evaluate the validity and reliability of
even "non-scientific" expert testimony, thereby extending Daubert to all
expert testimony,4 In Moore v. Ashland Chemical, Inc., a divided en banc
Fifth Circuit held that a physician cannot express an opinion on causation,
however well-grounded in the principles and methodologies of clinical
medicine, unless that opinion is fully corroborated by the Daubert hard
science factors,S Both decisions transfer to trial judges significant power
traditionally exercised by juries to assess the reliability of expert testimony.

II. EVIDENTIARY PRIVILEGES

A. The Privilege for a Journalist's Work Product: Discussion of
United States v. Smith

In fashioning a federal common law ofprivilege,6 courts of the United
States divide over the existence of an evidentiary privilege for journalists.?
But, a substantial number of federal courts, including the Fifth Circuit, may
shield journalists from having to disclose the identity of their sources.s Some

3. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Phann., 509 U.S. 579, 595 {I 993).
4. 121 F.3d 984, 990-91 (5th Cir. Sept. 1997).
5. 126 F.3d 679, 688-90 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997).
6. See FED. R. EVID. 501. Where state law supplies the rule ofdecision in a federal court, Rule

501 mandates that matters of privilege be governed by state law. See id. But, where federal substantive
law is applicable, as in federal criminal prosecutions or in federal question cases, Rule 50 I requires that
matters ofprivilege be governed by federal common law as "interpreted by the courts of the United States
in the light ofreason and experience." Id. Congress thus left the federal courts free to develop a common
law of privileges. For a discussion of the federal common law of privilege, see generally 2 CHRISTOPHER
B. MUELLER & LAIRD C. KIRKPATRICK, FEDERAL EVIDENCE § 172, at 225-31 (2d ed. 1994). For a
discussion of the general standard for privileges under Rule 501, see generally 23 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT
& KENNETH W. GRAHAM, JR., FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 5425, at 704-11 (1980).

7. See James E. Beaver, The Newsman's Code, the Claim ofPrivilege, and Everyman's Right to
Evidence, 47 OR. L. REv. 243, 246 (1968). The common law did not recognize a privilege for journalists.
For a concise discussion ofdiffering views toward the journalist's privilege in federal courts, see generally
2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 7, § 213, at 476-82. For a comprehensive history and analysis
of the journalist's privilege in both state and federal courts, see generally 23 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra
note I, § 5426, at 711-812. For an extensive bibliography on the journalist's privilege, see id. at 712-14
& 396 (Supp. 1998).

8. See Miller v. Transamerica Press, Inc., 621 F.2d 721 (5th Cir. 1980), modified, 628 F.2d 932
(5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 4450 U.S. 1041 (1981). In Miller, a civil libel case, the Fifth Circuit held
that journalists possess a First Amendment privilege to not disclose the identity ofconfidential informants.
See id. at 725-27. While the Miller court distinguished the Supreme Court decision in Branzburg v. Hayes,
408 U.S. 665 (1972), it followed the balancing approach taken in Branzburg. See Miller, 621 F.2d at 689
90. While the Branzburg Court emphasized that in a criminal case the public interest in effective law
enforcement outweighed the reporter's interest in a privilege based on the First Amendment, see
Branzburg, 408 U.S. at 689-90, the Miller court found that in a civil libel case the interests of the press
in such a privilege outweighed the relatively low interest of the public in the outcome of the litigation.
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federal courts may even protect material never intended to be confidential on
the theory that it constitutes a reporter's work product.9 The rationale offered
for protecting the confidentiality of sources is to encourage informants to
provide the media with information that they otherwise would not divulge. 10

Where the privilege is claimed for non-confidential information, however, its
rationale shifts from shielding informants to protecting the media in the
performance of its news-gathering function. II . In a federal criminal
prosecution, United States v. Smith, the Fifth Circuit found the rationale for
such an extended privilege to be unpersuasive and explicitly rejected a
newsperson's privilege for non-confidential work product information. 12

Thereafter, the Second Circuit, relying on Smith and its reasoning, also
rejected a journalist's privilege for non-confidential information in a criminal
case. 13

See Miller, 621 F.2d at 725; see a/so United States v. Smith, 135 F.3d 963, 972 (5th Cir. Feb. 1998)
(discussing but distinguishing Miller). The Miller court also said that the journalist's privilege was not
absolute and could, as in this case, be overcome upon a proper showing. See Miller, 621 F.2d at 725-26.
The Fifth Circuit later clarified this point when it stated: "To defeat this privilege, the discoverer must
show that: I) the information is relevant; 2) it cannot be obtained by alternative means; and 3) there is a
compelling interest in the information." Smith, 135 F.3d at 971 (citing Miller, 621 F.2d at 726). The Fifth
Circuit has reaffirmed the existence of a newsperson's privilege for the identity of confidential informants
and has reiterated that the privilege can be overcome in civil libel cases. See In re Selcraig, 705 F.2d 789,
792 (5th Cir. 1983).

Mueller and Kirkpatrick assert that "[t]he privilege is generally required to yield in defamation
actions where the existence, identity and reliability of the source is directly relevant to the issues in the
case." 2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 213, at 481. Mueller and Kirkpatrick also comment
that "most [federal courts] have recognized a qualified privilege for journalists based on the First
Amendment or federal common law' and cite supporting authorities. Id. at 477-78 (citations omitted).
Wright and Graham state that whether the journalist's privilege in federal courts is based on the First
Amendment or Rule 501, "the trend toward recognition of the privilege seems likely to continue." 23
WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5426, at 749.

9. Some federal courts have recognized the privilege for a journalist's non-confidential work
product in both civil and criminal cases. See Shoen v. Shoen, 5 F.3d 1289, 1294-95 (9th Cir. 1993) (civil
case); United States v. LaRouche Campaign, 841 F.2d 1176, 1182 (1st Cir. 1988) (criminal case); von
Bulow v. von Bulow, 811 F.2d 136, 143 (2d Cir.1987) (implying applicability in civil cases), cert. denied,
481 U.S. 1015 (1987); United States v. Cuthbertson, 630 F.2d 139, 147 (3d Cir. 1981) (criminal case);
MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 213, at 479 ("Although the journalist's privilege is most
frequently claimed to shield the identity of a source, some statutes and decisions now extend the privilege
to journalistic work product, including photographs, notes and tape recordings, film out-takes, internal
memoranda, and research methodology.") (citations omitted). But, at least one circuit has impliedly
rejected ajournalist's privilege for non-confidential information in a criminal case. See In re Shain, 978
F.2d 850, 853 (4th Cir. 1992).

10. See 23 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5426, at 719-25.
II. See id. at 779-80, 783-84.
12. 135 F.3d 963, 968-73 (5th Cir. Feb. 1998). For a discussion ofwhy the Smith court found the

rationale for an extended privilege unpersuasive, see infra notes 16-56 and accompanying text.
13. See Gonzales v. National Broad. Co., 155 F.3d 618, 625-27 (2d Cir. 1998) (rejecting a

journalist's privilege for non-confidential information where, in a criminal case, the parties sought
information related to camera footage, some of which had already been aired, of a car and an allegedly
illegal stop made by a state deputy sheriff); see a/so In re Shain, 978 F.2d at 853 (rejecting a claim of
privilege for non-confidential information).
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Smith was an employee of MacFrugal's Distribution Center, a facility in
New Orleans that was destroyed by two successive fires. 14 Upon learning
from investigators that he was under suspicion for arson, the accused
contacted a local television station and said that he had information regarding
the cause of the fires. IS In a videotaped interview with a reporter from
WSTU-TV, the defendant asserted that he had overheard the manager and
assistant manager ofthe distribution center, under direction from MacFrugal's
home office in California, plotting to set the second of the two blazes. '6

Following the defendant's arrest a few days later for the first ofthe two fires,
WDSU-TV televised a small portion-a ten second segment-ofthe interview
in which Smith said he had overheard company managers plotting the second
fire. I? But his claims were suspicious because Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms (ATF) agents had determined that the second fire had been caused
by an electrical overload, not arson. 18 Accordingly, the government sought
access to the entire footage of the videotaped interview, televised or not, to
see if it contained other accusations by Smith that might prove to be false and
therefore incriminatory. 19

The station expressed a willingness to cooperate in the investigation, but
refused to produce any part of the requested material absent a court order.20

On motion by the government, the district court issued a subpoena duces
tecum to the station and its reporter for the untelevised portion of the
videotaped interview.21 WDSU-TV claimed a news reporter's privilege and
moved to quash the subpoena on First Amendment grounds.22 Because the
televised segment ofthe interview (which Smith wanted to be aired anyway)
identified Smith by name, the station was not claiming a privilege for
confidential identity or source information.23 Rather, it was asserting a
qualified privilege to withhold the non-confidential work product of a news
reporter.24 Arguably, such a privilege would protect the media as an
institution and would be akin to the attorney work product doctrine recognized
by the Supreme Court in Hickman v. Taylor. 2s The district court quashed the

14. See Smith, 135 F.3d. at 966.
15. See id.
16. See id.
17. See id.
18. See id.
19. See id.
20. See id.
21. See id. Smith joined in the government's request tor a subpoena because he believed it might

contain exculpatory evidence. See id. at 967.
22. See id.
23. See id. at 969-70.
24. See id. For the arguments made in Smith on whether a qualified privilege for ajournalisfs

work product information should be recognized, see infra notes 40-56 and accompanying text.
25. 329 U.S. 495, 513-14 (1947) (recognizing a qualified immunity for materials prepared in

anticipation of litigation by a party, an attorney, or some other representative of a party). Mueller and
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subpoena, ruling that "the government's interest in the interview was not
sufficient to defeat" such a privilege.26 The Fifth Circuit vacated the order,
holding that in criminal cases news reporters enjoy no privilege to withhold
non-confidential work product information.27

Any consideration of a privilege for journalists must begin by looking at
Branzhurg v. Hayes, the seminal Supreme Court decision in which a 5-4
majority explicitly rejected a news reporter's First Amendment privilege for
protecting confidential source information.28 In Branzhurg, journalists were
subpoenaed and ordered to testify before several grand juries regarding the
identity of their informants.29 Arguing freedom of the press, the journalists
refused to comply with the subpoenas.3o The Court, however, concluded that
journalists have the same obligation to testify as other citizens, reasoning that
although it might be a burden for journalists to reveal their sources, the
public's interest in law enforcement outweighs the concerns of the press.31

The Court also noted, however, that "news gathering is not without its First
Amendment protections.'132 It opined that news reporters would be shielded
from inquiries by a grand jury if the investigation was "instituted or conducted
other than in good faith" or if "[o]fficial harassment of the press undertaken
not for purposes of law enforcement but to disrupt a reporter's relationship
with his news sources" was shown.33

Justice Powell, one of the five who joined in the majority opinion, also
wrote a brief concurring opinion in which he emphasized that freedom of the
press must be protected from government intrusion.34 He wrote that

Kirkpatrick describe the need for a attorney work product doctrine:
Protection is needed because an attorney preparing for trial must assemble much material that
is outside the attorney-client privilege, such as witness statements, investigative reports, drafts
of pleadings, and trial memoranda. If such material were freely available to adversaries,
attorneys might be deterred from undertaking thorough investigation and preparation of a
client's case, or at least would be penalized for their efforts. The work product doctrine
precludes one attorney from obtaining a "free ride" from the efforts of an adversary. Moreover,
the doctrine prevents the indignity of an attorney being called as an adverse witness against a
client about what was learned while investigating and preparing the client's case.

2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 204, at 410-11.
The attorney work product doctrine of Hickman has been partially codified in Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 26(b)(3). See FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(3).
26. Smith, 135 F.3d at 967.
27. See id. at 968.
28. 408 U.S. 665, 677 (1972).
29. See id.
30. See id. at 668.
31. See id. at 690.
32. Jd. at 707.
33. Jd. at 707-08.
34. See id. at 710 (Powell, J., concurring). In his separate opinion, Justice Powell wrote:
The asserted claim to privilege should be judged on its facts by the striking of a proper balance
between freedom ofthe press and the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony with
respect to criminal conduct. The balance of these vital constitutional and societal interests on
a case-by-case basis accords with the tried and traditional way of adjudicating such questions.
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journalists are entitled to First Amendment protection where the information
sought "bear[s] only a remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the
investigation," or where there is "some other reason to believe that [the]
testimony implicates confidential source relationships without a legitimate
need of law enforcement."3s

Justice Powell's concurring opinion has contributed to the debate over
how the decision should be interpreted.36 The argument for reading
Branzburg in favor of the privilege is that the Court's opinion not only failed
to command an absolute majority ofthe Court, but also that five members, the
four dissenting justices and Justice Powell, agreed on the need for
constitutionally protecting the confidentiality of a reporter's sources.37 Other
courts interpret the decision differently, however, and argue that Justice
Powell in his concurring opinion meant only to protect journalists from
intentional harassment by the government and did not call for recognition of
a general privilege based on the First Amendment or federal common law.38

In Smith, the Fifth Circuit, noting that it had previously construed Branzburg
as presenting only a plurality opinion, joined these latter courts and found the
decision to contain no mandate to construct a broad privilege for journalists.39

WDSU-TV argued on appeal that without a privilege for work product,
prosecutors would" 'annex' the news media as 'an investigative arm of
government.' "40 It contended that a close association between reporters and
prosecutors would inhibit wary informants from divulging even non
confidential information in "on-the-record" interviews, thereby hampering the
media in gathering news and channeling it to the public.41 The Smith court,
however, rejected this argument, noting that when informants provide non
confidential information as, for example, in "on-the-record" interviews with
the press, they have no expectation of confidentiality because they expect
from the start that everyone, including the government, will have access to

/d. (Powell, J., concurring).
35. Id. at 710 (Powell, 1., concurring).
36. See id. at 709-10 (Powell, J., concurring).
37. See id. at 709 (Powell, 1., concurring). Dissenting Justices Brennan and Marshall joined in

Justice Stewart's opinion and would have recognized a qualified privilege. See id. at 744-52 (Stewart, J.,
dissenting). Justice Douglas favored absolute immunity. See id. at 722 (Douglas, 1., dissenting).

Wright and Graham assert that the federal courts responded to Branzburg most remarkably,
distinguishing the decision and often limiting it to grand jury inquiries or cases in which a reporter refused
to disclose sources: "The ink was scarcely dry on Justice White's majority opinion when the process of
distinguishing it began.· 23 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5426, at 745-46.

38. See, e.g., In re Grand Jury Proceedings,S F.3d 397, 400-02, cerl. denied sub nom., Scarce v.
United States, 510 U.S. 1041 (1994); In re Shain, 978 F.2d 850, 853 (4th Cir. 1992); In re Selcraig, 705
F.2d 789, 793 (5th Cir. 1983).

39. See United States v. Smith, 135 F.3d 963,968-69 (5th Cir. Feb. 1998) (citing Selcraig, 705
F.2d at 793).

40. Id. (quoting Branzburg, 408 U.S. at 709 (Powell, J., concurring».
41. Smith, 135 F.3d at 970. .
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their statements when they are published.42 Further, the court suggested that
because the Supreme Court had rejected a claim of privilege in Branzburg,
where the threat of drying up confidential sources was rather substantial, a
claim of privilege was almost certainly untenable in Smith, where the
information was non-confidential and the threat of discouraging informants
was far less serious.43

WDSU-TV also argued that absent a privilege, reporters would be so
deluged with criminal discovery requests that rather than complying with
them, they would either destroy their work product or not create it in the first
place.44 This rationale for extending the privilege might be appealing because
the absence of work product could jeopardize the accuracy of information
flowing to the public.4s Nevertheless, the court noted that the station failed to
point to any empirical proof that reporters would empty their archives or stop
gathering news in response to requests for discovery.46 Further, the court
acknowledged that the press has a legitimate interest in not being unduly
burdened by discovery requests.41 The court concluded, however, that
reporters, like anyone else in the possession of relevant evidence, can rely
upon existing procedural devices, such as protective orders and motions to
quash subpoenas, to protect themselves from indiscriminate requests.48

Arguably, rules of privilege are a cost to the administration of justice
because they operate to exclude relevant evidence that may aid in the fact
finding process.49 The Supreme Court has admonished courts that evidentiary
privileges are generally disfavored in the law.so Therefore, proposals for

42. See id.
43. See id. at 970.
44. See id.
45. See 23 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra, note 6, § 5426, at 780-81. Wright and Graham also point

to the argument that the compelled production of work product may so intrude into editorial processes as
to threaten First Amendment rights. See id. They note that the Second Circuit accepted similar arguments
and sustained a claim of privilege made by reporters who, in a civil libel action, were requested to disclose
their thoughts concerning a story they had written. See id. (citing Herbert v. Lando, 568 F.2d 974 (2d Cir.
1977), rev 'd. 441 U.S. 153 (1979». Wright and Graham also noted that the Supreme Court considered
and rejected these arguments when it reversed Herberl. See id.

46. See Smilh, 135 F.3d at 970. True, the station pointed to no empirical proofof adverse effects
if the privilege were not extended to work product. See id. Nevertheless, whether recognition of any
privilege significantly advances a particular interest is a question that is not readily subject to empirical
proof, primarily because benefits thought to be provided by the recognition of a privilege are often
indefinite and intangible. See id. (suggesting indirectly that justifications for privileges are more likely
to be found in logic, general principles, or social policy than in sociological studies or epidemiological
evidence). To illustrate the point, one commentator asserts that although it may be generally agreed that
the law should promote the stability of marriage, there is no empirical proof that a privilege for
confidential communications between spouses actually fosters the relationship between husband and wife.
See GRAHAM LILLY, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW OF EVIDENCE § 9.1, at 438-39 (3d ed. 1996).

47. See Smilh, 135 F.3d at 970.
48. See id.
49. See id.
50. See United States v. Nixon,418 U.S. 683, 710 (1974); Herbertv. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 175

(1979); LILLY, supra note 46, § 9.1, at 438.
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creating new or enlarging existing privileges must be justified by a convincing
statement of policy objectives.51 Journalists who seek to expand the
journalist's privilege to include non-confidential information (other than
source or identity information) in the possession of newspersons, must
provide a justification other than that confidential informants would be
encouraged to make disclosures to the press. WSDU-TV failed to persuade
the Fifth Circuit that an expanded privilege would serve any highly valued
societal interest, such as protecting the press in its function of gathering and
channeling news to the public.52 The court thus viewed the proposed
extension as unjustified because it would do no more than excuse reporters
from having to respond to discovery requests for information never intended
to be kept confidential.53 Because the material sought to be discovered in
Smith was relevant and genuinely needed in a criminal investigation, the
reviewing court acted wisely in vacating the order quashing the subpoenas.54

B. The Attorney-Client Privilege: Discussion ofUnited States
v. Robinson

The attorney-client privilege usually applies to oral or written
communications between lawyer and client.55 Occasionally, however, the
privilege also shields a client's nonverbal behavior on the theory that conduct,
if it is assertive or intended to be communicative, might constitute a
confidential communication.56 Additionally, the privilege is sometimes
sought to protect communications concerning the process of employing a
lawyer.57 Except in extraordinary circumstances, however, courts usually
deny the privilege for communications concerning the formation or existence
of the attorney-client relationship.58 Most likely, litigants rarely claim the
privilege for nonverbal behavior or statements concerning the employment of
a lawyer.59 However, in United States v. Robinson, a federal criminal
prosecution, the Fifth Circuit had occasion to determine whether a client's
conduct and various communications between himself and the two lawyers he

51. See LILLY, supra note 46, § 9.1, at 438.
52. See Smith, 135 F.3d at 971.
53. See id.
54. See id.
55. See 24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5484, at 321. For a discussion of the attomey

client privilege in federal courts, see generally 2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, §§ 181-203, at
302-410; 24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, §§ 5471-5507, at 3-592.

56. See 24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5484, at 329·30.
57. See 2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 192, at 353-62.
58. See id. at 355; JOHN W. STRONG, MCCORMICK ON EVIDENCE § 90, at 330 (4th ed. 1992)

[hereinafter MCCORMICK].
59. See MCCORMICK, supra note 58, at 330.
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sought to employ were the kinds ofconfidential communications the privilege
was designed to protect.60

Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) agents seized approximately $3500
from Robinson when he was arrested for drug-related offenses.61 In February
1994, the DEA sent notice of a forfeiture proceeding to the defendant at the
Lubbock County Jail where he was confined.62 Later that month, his counsel,
Mike Thomas, conferred with him in a secure meeting room in the jail
regarding the drug case in which Thomas had been appointed as his attorney.63
During the meeting, the defendant handed Thomas the DEA notice and asked
ifhe would also represent him in the forfeiture proceeding.64 When Thomas
declined, stating that he had been appointed only for the drug offenses,
Robinson asked him if he would forward the notice to another lawyer, Ruth
Cantrell, who had previously represented him in another matter.65 After
Thomas left the jail, ,he made two copies of the notice-one for himself and
another for Cantrell, which he mailed to her with a letter explaining the
matter.66 Thomas then sent the original notice back to the defendant at the
jail, together with a letter of his own, keeping copies of all documents in his
file.67

Cantrell subsequently advised Robinson by letter that she did not feel
qualified to represent him.68 Thereafter, in March 1995, the defendant brought
an action pro se for the return of the $3500, contending that he had not known
of the forfeiture action.69 The district court denied relief, and the defendant
appealed, stating in his pro se brief that he had received no notice of the
proceeding.70 When the case was remanded for a hearing on whether the DEA
had properly notified him, Robinson testified that he had not received notice. 71

The next day the prosecutor contacted Thomas who said that he might have
documents in his file pertaining to the truthfulness of defendant's testimony.72
Responding to a subpoena that the grand jury issued shortly thereafter,
Thomas produced a copy of the notice that Robinson gave him, together with
copies of the letters Thomas and Cantrell had sent to each other and a copy of
the letter Thomas had sent to the defendant.73 Subsequently, the grand jury

60. 121 F.3d 971,973-77 (5th Cir. Aug. 1997).
61. See id. at 973.
62. See id.
63. See id.
64. See id.
65. See id.
66. See id.
67. See id.
68. See id.
69. See id.
70. See id.
71. See id.
72. See id.
73. See id. at 973-74.
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indicted Robinson for perjury.74 At a pretrial suppression hearing, he asserted
the attorney-client privilege as to both Cantrell and Thomas.75 The trial court
overruled the defendant's claim of privilege and, at his trial on the perjury
charge, admitted not only the documents but also the testimony of the two
lawyers about their communications with defendant.76 A jury returned a
verdict of guilty.77 On appeal, the Fifth Circuit affirmed Robinson's
conviction for perjury, sustaining the district court's ruling that denied the
privilege.7s

On appeal the court dealt with questions of whether the privilege covers:
(1) the copy of the notice kept by Thomas, (2) the fact of the defendant's
possessing the notice and delivering it to Thomas in the jail, and (3) the two
lawyers' communications with the defendant, including Cantrell's letter to the
defendant and the defendant's statements accompanying the delivery of the
notice at the jail.79 The court recognized that Thomas's possession of the
notice, standing alone, would not be sufficient to show the defendant's
possession.so The court said that even if the notice was not privileged in the
hands of Thomas (the first issue), it would still be necessary to address the
second and third issues because it was plausible for Thomas to be in
possession of the notice without its ever having been seen by defendant.sl

As for the forfeiture notice in Thomas's possession, it is well- recognized
that preexisting documents that could have been obtained by subpoena from
the client when he had them may also be subpoenaed after they have been
transferred to the lawyer.s2 The privilege protects communications that
originate with the client, not those received by the client from a third party,
especially the government.S3 Therefore, the forfeiture notice was unprivileged
when it was in Robinson's possession and did not become privileged
following its delivery to Thomas.84

Whether the defendant's possession and delivery ofthe notice to Thomas
was protected was more complicated.s5 It was first necessary to determine
whether Robinson's actions constituted a "communication" because the

74. See id. at 974.
75. See id.
76. See id.
77. See id.
78. See id. at 973-74.
79. See id. at 975-77.
80. See id. at 975.
81. See id.
82. See id. (citing Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 403-04 (1976».
83. See id. "The best analysis is that no docurnent-or other writing-should be treated as within

the privilege ifit did not come into existence for the primary purpose of communicating to the attorney."
24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5484, at 327. The idea is that "there is no need for the incentive
of the privilege" where third persons have created the document transmitted to the lawyer. Id. The
purpose of the privilege is to give an incentive to the client to communicate with the attorney. See id.

84. See Robinson, 121 F.3d at 975.
85. See id.
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privilege does not shield matters that are not communications.86 Because
nonverbal conduct might be either assertive or nonassertive,87 the court was
required to characterize the defendant's mental state and determine whether,
by his action in delivering the notice to the lawyer, he intended to send him
a message.88 The court concluded that Robinson's acts were not intended to
be communicative, stating that they were meant only to facilitate the desired
legal representation.89 It was as if Robinson, intending to say nothing, simply
handed Thomas the notice in the belief that he should have it if he were to
become Robinson's lawyer.90 Hence, the court found the element of
"communication" lacking.91

In order to be within the privilege, there must not only be a
communication, but a "confidential" communication.92 Confidentiality is
essential because the policy of the privilege does not require protecting
matters that the client does not intend to keep secret.93 The Robinson court
held that the defendant must show either that the material disclosed was
"intrinsically confidential" or that he "reasonably expected" that it would be
kept confidential.94 The defendant's possession of the notice did not satisfy
these requirements because the notice was a government-generated document,
addressed to him at the county jail, and sent by certified mail with a return
receipt signed by a county employee.95 The public nature of these acts of
delivery destroyed the confidentiality of Robinson's possession of the
document.96 Further, the legal representation sought by him would almost
certainly result in disclosure of the notice and his receipt of it during the
course of the forfeiture action.97 "The notice would quite likely be one of the
first documents, if not the first, referenced in any such representation."98

Finally, the court determined whether the privilege attached to the
defendant's statements to Thomas when he handed him the notice.99 It is

86. Id.
87. See 2 MUELLER & KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 185, at 319.
88. See Robinson, 121 F.3d at 975-76. An example of such a message might be, "I have this

notice. Take it. You will need it if you represent me." Courts will need to decide whether (a) the client
intended to assen the proposition his conduct is offered to prove, and thus that the offered evidence is
privileged, or (b) that the client had no such intent, and that the matter is not privileged. In many cases,
courts will be faced with situations where either conclusion is tenable, and the intent issue cannot be
resolved as a question of fact. In such cases, the problem becomes one ofjudgment for the coun.

89. See id.
90. See id. at 975.
91. [d. at 975-76.
92. 24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5484, at 318.
93. See id. at 319-20.
94. Robinson, 121 F.3d at 976.
95. See id.
96. See id.
97. See id.
98. Id.
99. See id.
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generally recognized that the fact of representation-or attempts to secure
representation-are not within the privilege, often on the rationale that such
facts are preliminary to the existence of the privilege. loo Although courts have
sometimes recognized the privilege where disclosing the existence of the
attorney-client relationship would implicate the client in illegal activity (and
imply the statements made to counsel),JOI the Robinson court said that the
privilege can attach only where the client had a reasonable expectation of
confidentiality.l02 The court found the defendant's statements to Thomas were
not confidential for the same reasons that his delivery of the notice was
not-because the fact of employment would become public during the course
of any reasonably foreseeable representation by Thomas in the forfeiture
action. Given disclosure of the fact of representation, it would be
unreasonable to expect that the substance ofdefendant's statements to Thomas
at the jail-namely, that he had received the notice of forfeiture-would not
also become public information. 103 Thus, the court, having rejected each of
the alternative bases for a claim of privilege, upheld admission of the
evidence. 104

III. EXPERT TESTIMONY

A. The Validity-Reliability Standard: Discussion ofthe Supreme
Court Decision in Daubert v. Merrel Dow Pharmaceuticals

Fundamental policy considerations explain why Rule 702,105 the primary
rule governing the admissibility of expert evidence, was drafted without a
provision empowering trial judges to exclude expert evidence on grounds that
it is unreliable. I06 Granting such power to judges would be inconsistent with
the liberal approach toward admissibility taken by the Federal Rules of
Evidence. 107 The assumptions that the drafters of the Rules made are that the
trier of fact has the ability to weigh evidence and evaluate witness credibility,

100. See In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 517 F.2d 666, 670-71 (5th Cir. 1975); 2 MUELLER &
KIRKPATRICK, supra note 6, § 192, at 361; 24 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 6, § 5484, at 368.

101. See Grand Jury Proceedings, 517 F.2d. at 670-71.
102. See Robinson, 121 F.3d at 976.
103. See id. at 976.
104. See id. at 977.
105. See FED. R. EVID. 702 ("Ifscientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the

trier offact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testilY thereto in the form of an opinion or
otherwise.").

For a helpful discussion of the policy goals of Rule 702, the benefits and dangers of expert testimony,
and how the Supreme Court has interpreted Rule 702 to promote its policy goals, see generally 29
CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT & VICTOR JAMES GoLD, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 6262, at 178·90
(1997).

106. See 29 WRIGHT & GoLD, supra note 105, § 6262, at 184-87.
107. See id.
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that accuracy in fact-finding is advanced by allowing juries to hear expert
opinion testimony, and that the adversary process is capable of resolving
problems with the reliability and trustworthiness oftestimony.108 Faith in the
ability ofjuries gives rise to the frequent expression by courts that questions
concerning reliability go to the weight, not the admissibility, of expert
testimony. 109

But the adversary system cannot always be relied upon to meet the
dangers posed by expert opinion testimony."o Experts with overwhelming
credentials may testify on subjects so complex that cross-examination is
ineffective in revealing that their opinions are unreliable. 11I The testimony of
opposing experts may only confuse the matter. 1I2 Because expert evidence is
expected to otherwise have a reliable basis,1l3 expert witnesses are not subject
to the protective requirement of Rule 602 that testimony be based on personal
knowledge. 114 Further, in an age of science and the expanded use of scientific
expert witnesses, courts may be presented with opinion testimony that might
be based on advances at the frontier of knowledge or, at other times, on what
is called "junk science." Unless the trier of fact is capable of making
qualitative judgments about expert testimony, its ability to accurately
determine factual issues is seriously undermined" 15

When "hard scientific" evidence is offered, particularly where it is new,
unique, or controversial, its admissibility will be determined under the
standard articulated by the Supreme Court in 1993 in Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals."6 The Daubert standard requires that expert testimony be
"scientifically valid" and that the "reasoning or methodology properly can be
applied to the facts in issue."117 Acting as a gatekeeper in the realm of
scientific evidence, the trial judge must determine the validity of the
underlying science and examine the soundness of the principles or theories
and the reliability of the process or method as applied in the case. lIS The

108. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., 509 U.S. 579,595 (1993); 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra
note 105, § 6262, at 184-87.

109. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6262, at 184-87.
110. See id.
111. See id.
112. See id.
113. See FED. R. EVID. 703. (requiring that when an expert relies upon inadmissible facts or data,

the facts or data must"be "of a type reasonably relied on by experts in the particular field").
114. See FED. R. EVID. 602.
115. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6262, at 184-87.
116. 509 U.S. 579, 593 (1993). For a concise discussion of Daubert, see generally 2 MUELLER &

KIRKPATRICK, supra note 7, § 353, at 656-69. For a comprehensive discussion of scientific evidence and
the policies and problems associated with Daubert in both state and federal courts, see generally 29
WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6266. For a brief list of recent articles discussing cutting-edge issues
under Daubert, see id. at 213-14 (Supp. 1998).

117. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593.
118. See id. at 592-94.
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Court found the basis for the judge's role in the language of Rule 702,"9
which refers to "scientific knowledge" and requires that expert testimony
"assist the trier of fact." 120

Before adoption ofthe Federal Rules of Evidence, most courts, including
the Fifth Circuit, used the standard promulgated in Frye v. United States l21 to
determine the admissibility of scientific evidence. 122 Under Frye, courts
looked to the scientific community to see if the principle or technique had
gained general acceptance in the particular field in' which it belonged. 123 This
standard had the advantage of freeing courts from having to independently
assess the reliability of scientific evidence. 124 However, Frye was criticized
as being too restrictive in that certain evidence at the frontier of science might
be understood to be both relevant and reliable under traditional legal
principles, but might not have gained general acceptance by scientists. 125 The
Daubert Court discerned the policies underlying Rule 702 as calling for a
more liberal approach toward the admissibility of expert evidence. 126

Specifically, the trial judge under Daubert must determine whether the
evidence constitutes scientific knowledge as well as whether it meets the
helpfulness requirement of Rule 702. 127 The trial judge must then determine
whether the evidence is "reliable" or "trustworthy," which means that the
underlying principles of science are valid (the findings are derived by "the
scientific method" or "supported by appropriate validation") and that the
application is reliable (application of the principle produces consistent
results). 128 To assist trial judges in determining whether the evidence is
reliable or trustworthy, the Court provided a set of flexible, nonexclusive
guidelines that courts may apply in a separate hearing outside the presence of
the jury.129 Judges should examine the foundation for expert testimony and

119. See id. at 592 & n.11.
120. FED. R. EVID. 702.
121. 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
122. See Christopherson v. Allied-Signal Corp., 939 F.2d 1106, 1110-15 (5th Cir. 1991).
123. See id.
124. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6266, at 265.
125. See id. The Supreme Court in Daubert held that the Frye "general acceptance" test was

displaced by the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence. Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., 509 U.S.
579,588-89 (1993). The Court said that the "general acceptance" test is at odds with the "liberal thrust"
of the Federal Rules of Evidence and their "general approach of relaxing the traditional barriers to
'opinion'testimony." Jd.

126. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 588-89.
127. See id.
128. Jd. at 590. In determining evidentiary reliability, the trial judge must determine the relevancy

or "fit" of the proffered testimony to the issue in the case so that the jury will be aided in resolving the
dispute. Jd. at 591. Because even a reliable body ofscientific knowledge might not be helpful in resolving
a particular issue before a court, the question also is whether the reasoning or methodology relied upon
can be usefully applied to help develop the facts in question in the instant case. See id. at 592.

129. See id. at 593. Rule 702 requires these questions, and the judge should decide them under
Rule 100(a) at a proceeding that has come to be known as a "Daubert" hearing. See FED. R. EVID. 702;
FED R. EVID. 100(a) (providing in part, "Preliminary questions concerning ... the admissibility ofevidence
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consider: (1) whether the underlying principles and methodologies have been,
or can be, tested, (2) whether they have been subjected to peer review and
publication, (3) whether the known or potential rate of error of a technique or
error is acceptable, and (4) whether the foundational principles have gained
general acceptance in the scientific community.130 The task for trial judges
using these factors is not to determine whether the proffered evidence (the
conclusion) is correct, but whether the science (the underlying principles and
methodology) is valid enough to be reliable. 131 The Supreme Court
emphasized that the requirements of Rule 702 do not end the inquiry and that
the admissibility of scientific evidence can be affected by a trial court's power
to exclude prejudicial or misleading evidence under Rule 403,132 to exclude
opinion that lacks a reasonable basis under Rule 703,133 or to appoint its own
expert under Rule 706. 134 The flexibility of Daubert may give each of these
Rules a more important role than it otherwise might have.

A significant difficulty with Daubert is its uncertain scope. 135 Does the
validity-reliability standard apply only to scientific evidence that is "novel"
or "unconventional," or does it also apply to non-scientific testimony based on
an expert's experience or training, not on some particular methodology or
technique?136 Do the guidelines set forth in Daubert apply only to "hard" or
"Newtonian" science, or do they also apply to "softer" sciences, such as the
disciplines of psychology, psychiatry, or clinical medicine?137 The Fifth

shall be detennined by the court ...."). Such a proceeding can be lengthy if opposing experts present the
methodology underlying their proposed testimony. At other times the hearing can be only a brief and
infonnal proceeding, especially if findings can be made by taking judicial notice, by consultingjoumals
or treatises, by proof of general acceptance in the scientific community (or the lack thereof), or by
considering pertinent expert testimony taken in other cases.

130. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593-94.
131. See id. at 591. In his opinion for the majority, Justice Blackmun wrote:
The inquiry envisioned by Rule 702 is, we emphasize, a flexible one. Its overarching subject
is the scientific validity-and thus the evidentiary relevance and reliability-ofthe principles that
underlie a proposed submission. The focus, of course, must be solely on principles and
methodology, not on the conclusions that they generate.

Id. at 594-95.
132. See id. at 595; FED. R. EVID. 403 (providing, in part, that evidence may be excluded "if its

probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or
misleading the jury").

133. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 595. Federal Rule of Evidence 703 provides:
The facts or data in the particular cause upon which an expert bases an opinion or inference
may be those perceived by or made known to the expert at or before the hearing. If of a type
reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in fonning opinions or inferences upon
the subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence.

FED. R. EVID. 703.
134. See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 595; FED. R. EVID. 706 (providing, in part, that "the court may

appoint any expert witnesses agreed upon by the parties, and may appoint expert witnesses of its own
selection.D).

135. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6266, at 281-97.
136. See id. at 282.
137. See id. at 282-83.
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Circuit has taken the position that Daubert is not limited to "scientific
knowledge" or "novel" scientific evidence, \38 but decisions of the courts of
appeals are sharply conflicting, primarily because the Court's language in
Daubert permits alternative interpretations. 139 On the one hand, the Court tied

138. Watkins v. Telesmith,lnc., 121 F.3d 984, 988-91 (5th Cir. Sept. 1997).
139. Some circuit courts do not apply Daubert to non-scientific expert testimony. See. e.g.,

Charmichael v. Sarnyang Tire, Inc., 131 F.3d 1433, 1434-35 (II th Cir.), cert. granted, 118 S. Ct. 2339
(1998); United States v. Bighead, 128 F.3d 1329, 1330 (9th Cir. 1997); Compton v. Subaru of Am., Inc.,
82 F.3d 1513, 1518-19 (10th Cir. 1996).

In a products liability action alleging that the Subaru automobile was defectively designed, the Tenth
Circuit held that the trial court erred in applying Daubert to the testimony ofa mechanical engineer whose
expertise was based, not on any particular scientific principle or methodology, but on twenty-two years
ofon-the-job experience. See Compton, 82 F.3d at 1516. The expert testified that the auto was defectively
designed because it permitted excessive crushing of the roof in a rollover. See id. The appeals court
upheld the admission ofthe testimony, but concluded that Daubert did not apply to the proffered testimony
because the witness did not base his testimony "on any particular methodology or technique." Id. at 1519.
The court noted that"Daubert sets out additional factors the trial court should consider under Rule 702
if an expert witness offers testimony based upon a particular methodology or technique," but that
"application of the Daubert factors is unwarranted in cases where expert testimony is based solely on
experience or training." Id. at 1518-19.

In a products liability action asserting that a defect in a tire caused it to fail and cause injuries to
passengers in a vehicle, the Eleventh Circuit held that the Daubert standard did not apply because the
testimony ofa purported expert on tire failure was not "scientific." Charmichael, 131 F.3d at 1434. The
court said that the expert's opinion was not based on any scientific theory of physics or chemistry, but on
the expert's experience in analyzing failed tires. See id. A scientific expert is one whose testimony is
based on the application ofscientific principles rather than on observations, skill, or experience. See id.
at 1435.

In an appeal from a conviction for sexual abuse of a minor, the Ninth Circuit held that an expert's
testimony about the typical characteristics of child sexual abuse victims was properly admitted even
though the expert's testimony was based on his experience in interviewing purported victims. See
Bighead, 128 F.3d at 1330. The court held that Daubert does not apply to such testimony because it is
based on specialized knowledge rather than scientific theory. See id.

Other courts of appeals, however, have held that Daubert applies even where the expert testimony
is not based on novel scientific techniques or methodologies. See. e.g., Dancy v. Hyster Co., 127 F.3d 649,
652 (8th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 118 S. Ct. 1186 (1998); Cummins v. Lyle Indus., 93 F.3d 362, 366-71
(7th Cir. 1996); see also United States v. Jones, 107 F.3d 1147, 1156-57 (6th Cir. 1997) (quoting Berry
v. City of Detroit, 23 F.3d 1342, 1350 (6th Cir. 1994» ("In analyzing Daubert, we have stated that
'although·Daubert dealt with scientific experts, its language relative to the 'gatekeeper' function of
federal judges is applicable to all expert testimony offered under Rule 702." ' g).

In a products liability action against a lift truck manufacturer for injuries suffered by the operator
when the truck tipped over and pinned his foot underneath, the Eight Circuit held that Daubert precluded
the admission of an engineer's expert testimony that the truck should have had a guard to keep the
operator's leg within the truck's frame. See Dancy, 127 F.3d at 652. The expert had not tested this theory
in any way, had not seen this type of device on any machine similar to the lift truck in this case, and had
not even designed the device he suggested. See id. at 651. Although the expert gave his opinion "that the
device he envisioned would work, he had no basis for reaching this conclusion." Id. at 652.

In a products liability action against the manufacturer of an industrial trim press, the Seventh Circuit
affirmed the district court's exclusion of the testimony of the plaintiffs expert as to the adequacy of
warnings and the feasibility of alternative designs. See Cummins, 93 F.3d at 366-67. The court held that
Daubert applied to such testimony and that the expert's basis for his testimony was inadequate because
he had not tested his proposed warnings or alternative designs, had not read any studies of such tests, and
did not have practical knowledge ofthe use of alternative designs in the relevant environment. See id. at
366.
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its validity standard to the term "scientific knowledge" (not "technical or other
specialized knowledge") in Rule 702. 140 On the other hand, in rejecting the
Frye test,141 the Court said that the requirements of Rule 702 apply to all
scientific evidence and not "specially or exclusively to unconventional
evidence."142 This ambiguity suggests the argument that the Daubert standard
should be applied to all expert testimony, even non-scientific expert
testimony. 143

B. An Explicit Extension ofDaubert to Non-Scientific Evidence:
Discussion ofthe Fifth Circuit Decision in Watkins v. Telesmith, Inc.

1. Summary ofWatkins

This survey focuses on two decisions that further define the gatekeeping
roles of Fifth Circuit trial judges in determining the admissibility of expert
testimony under Rules 702 and 703. First, in Watkins v. Telesmith. Inc., the
court held that judges must evaluate the validity and reliability of, not only
"scientific," but also "non-scientific," expert testimony, even where such
testimony is based only on the training and experience of the witness. 144 The
court concluded that "whether an expert's testimony is based on 'scientific,
technical or other specialized knowledge,' Daubert and Rule 702 demand that
the district court evaluate the methods, analysis, and principles relied upon in
reaching the opinion."'45 The decision is important because it transfers to trial
judges in the Fifth Circuit significant power traditionally exercised by juries
to assess the reliability of expert testimony. 146

At issue in Watkins was a proffer of expert engineering testimony on the
dangerousness of a product and the efficacy ofproposed alternative designs. 147

A workman died from injuries suffered at his place of employment when an
overhead conveyor belt, loaded with stone and gravel, fell on him after its
support wire snapped. 148 Plaintiff brought an action against the
manufacturer's successor, claiming that the conveyor (built in 1943) had been
defectively designed because it was supported by a single wire rope. 149 To
show that the machine was unsafe and that alternative designs were feasible,

140. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., 509 U.S. 579, 588-89 (1993); FED. R. EVID. 702.
141. See Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
142. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 592 n.ll; see also Michael H. Graham, The Daubert Dilemma: At Last

a Viable Solution, 179 F.R.D. 1,5 (1998) (referring to the problem of conflicting interpretations as the
Daubert dilemma, citing conflicting decisions in the circuits, and proposing a solution).

143. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6266, at 284-92.
144. 121 F.3d 984, 990-91 (5th Cir. Sept. 1997).
145. Id.at991.
146. See discussion supra Part IIl.A.
147. See Watkins, 121 F.3dat986-87.
148. See id.
149. See id.
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plaintiff at trial offered the expert testimony of Marcus D. Williams, a
professional engineer:so Upon the defendant's motion to exclude the witness
from testifying, the trial judge held a hearing outside the jury's presence under
Rule 104(a) and took testimony from the proposed expert. lSI Williams
testified to the dangerousness of the conveyor that fell on plaintiff and the
feasibility of five alternative designs, basing his proffer not on scientific
theory, but on his knowledge of engineering principles and his extensive
practical experience with conveyors. IS2 Applying the validity-reliability
standard of Daubert, however, the trial judge excluded the proffered
testimony "for lack of a sufficiently reliable scientific or technical basis," in
part because Williams had not tested the feasibility of any of the alternative
designs he proposed.ls3 Because his testimony was vital to the plaintiffs case,
the court then granted the defendant judgment as a matter of law, and the
plaintiff appealed. IS4

On review, the plaintiff argued that the standard formulated in Daubert
applied only to expert testimony based on "scientific knowledge" or" 'novel'
scientific evidence," not to expert testimony based on common engineering
principles and practical experience. ISS However, the court said that expert

150. See id. The a1temative designs proposed by Williams were:
I) supporting the conveyor with two wire ropes, 2) rerouting the cable to enable easier
inspection, 3) supporting the conveyor with two hydraulic cylinders attached to the frame itself,
4) using side posts or 'outriggers' to hold the conveyor up in the event the wire rope failed, and
5) using a cross bar or stop plate to lock the conveyor in place when elevated.

[d. at 986.
151. See id. at 987-88. Williams testified that he had a degree in civil but not mechanical

engineering; that he had extensive work experience in building roads, bridges, and other structures that
exposed him to the use of conveyors; that he was familiar with hydraulic cylinders, outriggers, and stop
plates (technologies associated with the altemative designs he proposed as feasible); and that he had
studied drawings of the conveyor that fell, examined photos of the accident scene, inspected the rebuilt
conveyor, and reviewed the 1987 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Safety Standards for
Conveyors and Related Equipment. See id.

However, Williams also testified that he had very limited experience in machine design; that he had
never designed a conveyor; that he made no design drawings of his proposed alternatives and had
conducted no tests of them; that he did not investigate designs of other conveyors today or those available
in 1943; that he made drawings. or calculations to support his theories but he did not consider them
important enough to keep; that he never examined the wire rope on the conveyor involved in the accident.
See id.

The defendant's expert, Raymond Neathery, also testified at this proceeding. See id. He testified
that Williams's analysis revealed an attempt at identifying the problem and conceptualizing possible
solutions, but that it omitted the essential steps of investigating or testing the alternative designs he
proposed. See id. at 988.

152. See id.
153. Id. at 993. The trial judge also ruled that Williams was insufficiently qualified to testify as

an expert because his field ofexpertise was civil engineering, not mechanical engineering, and that his
testimony was substantively inadequate under applicable Mississippi products liability law. See id. at 988.
The appeals court found it unnecessary to review those rulings, however, because it concluded that his
expert testimony was inadequate under Daubert. See id. at 988 n.3.

154. See id. at 987.
155. Id. at 988.
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engineering testimony as to the feasibility of alternative designs, even where
practical experience is its foundation, is almost always based on a mixture of
ingredients that are scientific, methodological, or technological in their
nature. IS6 Arguably, this would justify gatekeeping whether Williams relied
on principle, methodology, or technique in reaching conclusions, or whether
he relied only on his practical experience. IS7 But this was something of a

.makeweight argument as the court rested its decision on a much broader
basis. ISS It took an expansive view of the trial judge's function as gatekeeper,
declaring (but not persuading) that the rationale for assessing the reliability
of scientific evidence is "equally applicable" to non-scientific evidence. ,s9

Relying on decisions from other courts of appeals '60 and on the Supreme
Court's statement in Daubert that the requirements of Rule 702 do not apply
"specially or exclusively to unconventional evidence,"161 the Fifth Circuit
asserted that validity-reliability testing is required of "technical, or other
specialized knowledge.'J162 Moreover, the court said that the Daubert factors
are pertinent to assessing expert evidence on such other nonscientific subjects
as "economic valuation, advertising psychology, or engineering.J1163

Previously, because Frye was not applied to "technical, or other specialized
knowledge," judges admitted the testimony of skilled experts subject to the
requirements ofRules 702 and 703, and juries determined the reliability ofthe
testimony as part of their function of weighing the evidence. 164 Under the
court's broad interpretation of gatekeeping in Watkins, advanced without
convincing policy justification, all expert testimony is subject to Daubert, and
all questions concerning the methods, analyses, and principles relied on by
experts are questions ofadmissibility allocated to the judge for decision under
the Daubert factors. 165 .

156. See id. at 988. "An alternative design is by definition a different method of configuring the
product. ... Alternative designs by definition include elements of science. technology, and methodology."
Id. at 991.

157. See id. at 988-93.
158. See id.
159. Id. at 990-91.
160. See id. 989-91 (relying on Peitzmeir v. Hennessy Indus., Inc., 97 F.3d 293, 296-98 (8th Cir.),

cert. denied, 117 S. Ct. 1552 (1997); Cummins v. Lyle Indus., 93 F.3d 362, 366-71 (7th Cir. 1996».
161. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 592 n.II.
162. Watkins, 121 F.3d at 991 (quoting FED. R. EVlD. 702). The Watkins court wrote:
Daubert expressly denies that the precepts ofRule 702 apply only to unconventional evidence.
And while Daubert dealt with expert scientific evidence, the decision's focus on a standard of
evidentiary reliability and the requirement that proposed expert testimony must be
appropriately validated are criteria equally applicable to "technical, or other specialized
knowledge."

/d. at 991 (citations omitted).
163. Id.
164. See id.
165. see id.
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The appeals court then upheld the trial judge's assessment that
Williams's testimony failed the validity-reliability test required by Daubert. 166
It applied the first of the five guideposts identified by the Supreme
Court-whether the expert had tested the underlying principles and
methodologies-and found that the district court had acted properly in
considering Williams's failure to test of any of his five alte,rnative designs
(especially because he had acknowledged the importance of testing at the
hearing).167 Second, it concluded that his testimony lacked empirical support,
stating that he was vague about his prior experience with conveyors and had
not sufficiently investigated the alternative designs he proposed.168 Further,
Williams had made no calculations or kept any drawings or sketches of his
proposed designs, which, the court said, would have aided the trier of fact in
deciding whether the conveyor was defective. 169 In short, the reviewing court
agreed with the trial judge that this expert had insufficiently tested or
investigated the feasibility of his proposals and, therefore, had not comported
with the principles and methodology of his discipline. 170

2. Criticism ofWatkins

What is remarkable about Watkins is that the court needlessly subjected
the testimony of the plaintiffs expert to a reliability assessment by the trial
judge.171 Enlarging the role of the trial judge to include assessing Will iams' s
reliability was unnecessary because there was no indication that the issues and
evidence in this relatively mundane alternative design case were so far beyond
the jury's comprehension as to justify reducing its traditional role of weighing
the evidence. 172 What is less remarkable is that the Daubert hard science
factors were applied in a field outside the realm of hard science. 173 While it
is observed that those guideposts may often be inappropriate in assessing the
reliability of testimony based on non-scientific knowledge,174 there may be
exceptional situations where these factors might properly be employed in
evaluating expert opinion outside the realm of hard science. 175 Suppose an

166. See id. aI991-93.
167. See id.
168. See id.
169. See id.
170. See id.
171. See id. at 988.
172. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6262, at 180.
173. See id. at 990.
174. For the argument that the Daubert hard science factors are generally inappropriate for use in

assessing the reliability of clinical medical testimony, see Moore v. Ashland Chern., Inc., 126 F.3d 679,
689 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997), rev'd en bane, IS I F.3d 269 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998), petition for eert. filed, 67
U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98-992). For the argument that those factors are inappropriate
in assessing the reliability of social science testimony, see Graham, supra note 142, at 7.

175. See 29 WRIGHT & GOLD, supra note 105, § 6262, at 291-93.
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alternative design case in which the issues, the subject matter, and the expert
engineering testimony were of such complexity, unlike Watkins, as to be
beyond the reasonable understanding of lay persons. 176 In such a situation,
because an engineer's opinion as to a feasible alternative design lends itself
to verification by controlled testing or experimentation, a judge might
pr<?perly consider the expert's failure to conduct testing of his proposals. 177

But in a case that is as relatively simple as Watkins, a trial judge should
almost certainly view the jury as fully capable of considering Williams's
failure to test, together with his failure to draw blueprints or perform
calculations, in assessing the reliability of his expert testimony. 178

It is understood that there is a need for gatekeeping when reliability
issues are presented by expert testimony on subjects of such complexity as to
be beyond the jury's power of comprehension. 179 But serious policy issues
attend gatekeeping, particularly when it occurs outside its intended domain. 180

First, an excess of gatekeeping can disturb the balance of power between
judges and juries, primarily because our adversary system empowers the trier
of fact to weigh the evidence, determine issues of credibility, and resolve
questions concerning the reliability of expert testimony.181 When a judge
excludes expert testimony as resting on too shaky a foundation, there is a risk
that the judge is performing the function allocated to the jury.IS2 Second, the
Supreme Court, in rejecting Frye, sought to encourage the admissibility of
expert testimony by replacing a strict standard ("general acceptance in the
scientific community") with a more liberal, multi-factored test. IS3 The goal of
liberal admissibility is frustrated when courts apply a gatekeeping test in
situations where Frye was previously inapplicable. 184 Third, even in cases
where gatekeeping is appropriate, too rigorous an application of the Daubert
factors will result in the exclusion of relevant and reliable evidence. ISS Fourth,
while the guidelines stated in Daubert may properly be used to evaluate
scientific knowledge, they are not always the appropriate criteria for
determining issues of reliability in fields outside the realm of hard science. 186

Charles Alan Wright and Victor James Gold explain that the ambiguity
of Daubert permits varying interpretations of when or how courts are to
perform gatekeeping duties. ls7 Under the decision's most narrow reading,

176. See id.
177. See id.
178. See id.
179. See id. at 188.
180. See id. at 179.
181. See id.
182. See id.
183. See id. at 184·90.
184. See id. § 6266, at 277.
185. See id. § 6262, at 188-89.
186. See id. § 6266, at 289.
187. See id. at 289·90.
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they say tha:t juries weigh expert testimony and decide all reliability issues
except in hard science cases involving novel theories or methodologies. 188 In
the exceptional case, according to this interpretation, the judge assesses the
reliability of expert testimony based on novel hard science, but the jury
decides all other reliability issues. 189 Thus, under the narrowest view, in most
cases the jury exercises its traditional power to assess the reliability of expert
testimony.l90 On the other hand, the broadest interpretation of Daubert does
not distinguish between scientific and non-scientific evidence or between
novel and well-established science. 191 This expansive view subjects all
categories of expert testimony to validity-reliability assessment by the
judge. '92 Wright and Gold comment:

This broadest interpretation of Daubert should be rejected. As noted above,
it is inconsistent with both policy and precedent to make the admissibility of
all expert testimony depend upon a showing that the expert's testimony is
completely reliable in every respect. Since Daubert does not explicitly take
such a position and nothing in the Evidence Rules compels it, it seems
unlikely that the Court intended such a departure from past practice. In
overturning Frye, it is unlikely that the Court in Daubert sought to make the
admission of scientific evidence harder. 193

But these commentators hasten to add that the narrowest reading of
Daubert-that there be gatekeeping only as to novel hard science-should also
be rejected"94 Rather, they suggest that a trial judge's evaluation of reliability
ought to depend, not on the category of knowledge involved, but on the
complexity or sophistication of the subject matter and the ability of the jury
to reasonably determine reliability issues on its own. 195 Where the jury can
comprehend these issues, the jury should be allowed to hear the evidence and
perfonn its central function as the trier of fact. 196 Under th is approach, fitti ng
the evidence into one category or another would be unimportant. 197

Occasionally the testimony of experts in the social sciences or softer areas of
specialized knowledge can present reliability issues of such difficulty as to be
beyond the comprehension of lay persons. 198 In a few cases, conversely, after
cross-examination and rebuttal evidence, questions of reliability in even the

188. See id. at 289.
189. See id.
190. See id.
191. See id. at 290.
192. See id.
193. Id. at 290-91.
194. See id. at 291-92.
195. See id. at 291.
196. See id. at 292-93.
197. See id.
198. See id. at 291.
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hard sciences might be understood by the jury. Only if the jury is not
reasonably able to determine reliability, Wright and Gold say, can Daubert be
applied "without distorting Rule 702's policy and precedent."I99

C. Discussion ofthe Court's En Banc Decision in
Moore v. Ashland Chemical, Inc.

The first time Moore v. Ashland Chemical, Inc., was before the Fifth
Circuit, a divided panel held that a trial judge erred in subjecting clinical
medical testimony to Daubert principles and excluding a physician's opinion
that exposure to chemicals had caused plaintiff's pulmonary iIIness.2oo It ruled
that the factors identified in Daubert were inappropriate in assessing the
reliability of clinical medical testimony and that the proper standard for
screening such testimony was whether it was well-grounded in the knowledge,
principles, and methodology of clinical medicine.201 Upon further review, in

199. Id. at 292.
200. 126 F.3d 679, 682 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997), rev 'd en bane, 151 F.3d 269 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998),

petitionfor cert.filed, 67 U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98-992). For an insightful analysis
of Moore by Thomas R. Reavley, Senior Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, and Daniel A.
Petalas, Law Clerk to Judge Reavley, see Thomas R. Reavley & Daniel A. Petalas, A Plea for Retu~n to
Evidence Rule 701,77 TEXAS L. REv. 495 (1998). They base their article on a review of the record in
Moore and cite some statements in depositions and the pretrial conference not referred to in any of the
panel or en bane opinions. See, e.g., id. at 495 & n. 16 (Citing Deposition of Daniel E. Jenkins, M.D., at
23-24, Moore (No. H-92-1017». Judge Reavley was not among the judges who decided Moore.

201. See Moore, 126 F.3d at 689. A panel of the Fifth Circuit reversed and remanded the case for
further proceedings. See id. at 709-10. Judge Dennis wrote the panel's majority opinion, see id. at 682,
and the en bane dissenting opinion. See Moore v. Ashland Chern., Inc., 151 F.3d 269, 279 (5th Cir. Aug.
1998) (Dennis, J., dissenting), petitionfor cert. filed, 67 U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98-992).
In the latter opinion, Judge Dennis summarized the opinion he wrote for the panel majority:

(I) the basic principles of the Federal Rules of Evidence recognized in Daubert apply to the
admission or exclusion of every type of expert testimony; (2) a trial judge, therefore, must
assess every proffer of expert testimony to determine whether it is relevant to the case and a
reliable application of the principles and methodology of that expert's discipline; (3) the
Supreme Court in Daubert interpreted "scientific knowledge" under [RuleI 702, for purposes
of that case, to mean knowledge obtained and tested by the scientific method, i.e., "hard"
scientific knowledge; (4) accordingly, the Daubert court indicated that a trial court should
assess the reliability of expert testimony professedly based on "hard" scientific knowledge
using several factors, the "Daubert factors," which are "hard" science methods or techniques;
(5) clinical medicine (as opposed to research and laboratory medical science) is not, strictly
speaking, a "hard" scientific discipline; its goals, subject matter, conditions of study, and well
developed, sui generis methodology are quite different from that of purely "hard" science and
its methodology; (6) Consequently, a trial judge assessing the reliability of the proffer of a
clinical physician's expert testimony based on clinical medical knowledge, without purporting
to be based on hard scientific methodology, should determine whether it is a sound application
of the knowledge, principles and methodology ofclinical medicine; (7) In the present case, the
district court committed an error oflaw by rigidly apply the"Daubert factors" and excluding
the expert clinical physician's opinion because the doctor did not have any "hard" scientific
data to support his clinical medical opinion.

Moore, 151 F.3d at 285 n.4 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
One commentator has said that the approach taken in the Moore panel decision represents "the
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an en banc decision, however, a divided Fifth Circuit (12-3) rejected the prior
panel's conclusion and ruled that the trial judge did not abuse her discretion
in excluding the causation evidence.202 The en banc majority concluded that
determining the etiology of a disease is a scientific exercise to which
application of the Daubert factors is warranted and that the physician's
testimony lacked scientific support, primarily because he produced no
published literature to support his opinion.203 The Fifth Circuit thus held that
a physician cannot express an opinion on causation, however well-grounded
in the principles and methodologies of clinical medicine, unless that opinion
is fully corroborated by the Daubert hard science factors. 204

This position conflicts with that taken in several other federal circuits.205

potential solution to the Daubert dilemma." Graham, supra note 142, at 14-16 & n.25.
202. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 279.
203. See id. at 277-79.
204. See id.
205. In McCul/ock v. H.B. Fuller Co., 61 F.3d 1038, 1040 (2d Cir. 1995), for example, a worker

at a book bindery suffered pulmonary problems after she inhaled fumes from an unventilated pot that
heated glue manufactured by defendant Fuller. Dr. Fagelson testified for the plaintiff in her toxic tort
action that the fumes emitted from the glue-pot caused her throat polyps and respiratory problems. See
id. at 1041. The Second Circuit held that the doctor's causation opinion was admissible even though it
was unsupported by scientific literature, lacked a hard science basis, and was grounded entirely on the
principles and methodologies of clinical medicine. See id. at 1043-44. The Court reasoned as follows:

[Dr.] Fagelson based his opinion on a range of factors, including his care and treatment of
McCullock; her medical history (as she related it to him and as derived from a review of her
medical and surgical reports); pathological studies; review of Fuller's MSDS; his training and
experience; use of a scientific analysis known as differential etiology (which requires listing
possible causes, then eliminating all causes but one); and reference to various scientific and
medical treatises. Disputes as to the strength of his credentials, faults in his use of differential
etiology as a methodology, or lack of textual authority for his opinion, go to the weight, not
the admissibility, of his testimony.

[d. at 1044.
The Second Circuit reaffirmed McCullock in Zuchowicz v. United States, 140F.3d 381, 386-87 (2d

Cir. 1988). In Zuchowicz, plaintiffs decedent allegedly developed primary pulmonary hypertension
(PPH), a fataIlung condition, as a result of defendant's negligence in prescribing an excessive amount of
the drug Danocrine. See id. at 383. The appeals court upheld the admission of the opinion testimony of
the plaintiffs two medical experts suggesting that an overdose of Danocrine had caused decedent's PPH.
See id. at 386-87. However, the experts' opinions were not confirmed by hard scientific data and were
based solely on clinical medical methodologies. See id. The methodologies relied upon include the
proximity in time between the overdose and the onset of symptoms, decedent's apparent good health
before taking Danocrine, and the differential etiology of excluding other possible causes. See id. at 385.

Similarly, the Third Circuit held in In re Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litigation, 35 F.3d 717, 758 (3d CiT.
1994), that a clinical physician may give a causation opinion without strict compliance with the Daubert
factors. Drs. Sherman and DiGregorio testified that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) caused the
plaintiffs' illnesses. See id. Responding to defense experts' criticisms of the manner in which they
engaged in differential diagnosis, the appeals court observed:

[Alt the core ofdifferential diagnosis is a requirement that experts at least consider alternative
causes-this almost has to be true of any technique that tries to find a cause of something.
Moreover, performance of standard diagnostic techniques provides prima facie evidence that
a doctor has considered such causes and has attempted to test his or her initial hypothesis as
to cause.

[d. at 759. The court continued:
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Moore shows that too rigorous an application of Daubert can result in the
exclusion of expert medical testimony that many clinical physicians would
themselves rely upon in diagnosing and treating patients.206 Unfortunately, a
mechanistic application of the Daubert factors burdens the parties
unreasonably, deprives the trier of fact of relevant and reliable evidence, and
disturbs the balance of power between judges and juries.207

1. Summary ofMoore

In April 1990, plaintiff Moore, a truck driver, experienced pulmonary
problems within an hour of his forty-five minute exposure to chemical fumes
inside a twenty-eight foot enclosed truck-trailer while cleaning up solvents
that had leaked from two barrels at a facility of Ashland Chemica1.208 The
material safety data sheet (MSDS), published by the chemical manufacturer,
Dow Coming, warned that the mixture of solvents that had spilled contained
toluene, which, depending on the duration and level of exposure, could cause
injury to the lungs.209 Moore had asked to use a respirator during the cleanup,
but the Ashland plant manager denied his request.2lO After he left the Ashland

In light of the foregoing discussion, we conclude thatwhere Dr. Sherman or DiGregorio offered
an opinion as to the source of a party's illness, the district court abused its discretion in
excluding that opinion under Rule 702 unless either (I) Dr. Sherman or DiGregorio engaged
in very few standard diagnostic techniques by which doctors normally rule out alternative
causes and the doctor offered no good explanation as to why his or her conclusion remained
reliable, or (2) the defendants pointed to some likely cause of the plaintiff's illness other than
the defendants' actions and Dr. Sherman or DiGregorio offered no reasonable explanation as
to why he or she still believed that the defendants' actions were a substantial factor in bringing
about that illness.

Id. at 760.
In Benedi v. McNiel-P.P.C., Inc., 66 F.3d 1378, 1381 (4th Cir. 1995), the plaintifT sued the

manufacturer of Extra-Strength Tylenol for its failure to warn that use of its painkiller in combination with
alcohol could cause liver damage. The appeals court upheld the admission of the opinion testimony of
plaintiff's medical experts that such use caused his liver damage even though their opinions were not
confirmed by hard scientific data, such as epidemiological studies. See id. at 1384. Their opinions on
causation were based solely on clinical medical methodologies, including the microscopic appearance of
his liver, the Tylenol found in his blood upon admission to the hospital, the history of his several days of
Tylenol use after regular alcohol consumption, his liver enzyme blood level, the lack of evidence of
alternative causes ofliver failure, and their study of peer-reviewed litemture. See id. at 1382. The court
ultimately ruled that the opinion testimony was admissible:

Under the Daubert standard, epidemiological studies are not necessarily required to prove
causation, as long as the methodology employed by the expert in reaching his or her conclusion
is sound. We will not declare such methodologies invalid and unreliable in light of the medical
community's daily use of the same methodologies in diagnosing patients.

[d. at 1384.
206. See Moore, 151 F.3dat279.
207. See id. at 279-290 (Dennis, 1., dissenting).
208. Seeid.at271-72.
209. See id.
210. See id. at 272.
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facility, he returned to the truck terminal and visited the company doctor.211

By this time his condition had worsened, and he collapsed.212 Moore obtained
medical treatment from various doctors during the next two months, but when
he attempted to return to work in June 1990, he collapsed a second time.213

Moore suffered from shortness of breath and a severe reaction to airborne
chemicals, conditions that he had not previously experienced.214 As a result,
Moore brought a toxic tort action against Ashland and others, principally on
the ground that the Ashland plant manager had ordered him to clean up the
spill without allowing him to take necessary safety precautions.21S

In June 1990, Moore sought a diagnosis from Dr. Daniel E. Jenkins, an
eminent pulmonary specialist who had been teaching at the Baylor College of
Medicine for forty-four years.216 Dr. Jenkins followed principles and
methodologies generally accepted in the field of clinical medicine.217 He
performed a thorough physical examination of Moore, personally observed
him on three occasions, and subjected him to a battery of medical tests.218 He
took a detailed medical history from him, engaged in differential diagnosis so
as to eliminate alternative causes of his condition, and reviewed Dow's
MSDS, which warned of the health hazards associated with toluene.219 He
also relied on a medical treatise and published articles; reviewed medical
tests, reports, and opinions of other doctors who had diagnosed and treated
him for reactive airways dysfunction syndrome (RADS); and relied on his
own training and experience during his fifty-three years ofmedical practice.220

On this basis, Dr. Jenkins diagnosed plaintiffs condition as RADS, a
narrowing of the airways of the lungs with hypersensitivity to chemicals.22t

A bronchial challenge test led him to conclude that Moore could not work if

211. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 496 n.l O.
212. See id.
213. See id. at 497 n.11.
214. See id. at 496.
215. See Moore, 151 F.3dat272.
216. See id. at 273 n.2. Dr. Jenkins had special training in the fields of pulmonary disease, allergy,

and environmental medicine. See id. at 273. From 1943-1947, he had served as Chief Resident in
Medicine and Assistant Professor of Medicine and Physician in Charge of the Tuberculosis and Chest Unit
at the University of Michigan Medical School. See id. at 273 n.2. He was certified by the American Board
ofintemal Medicine in 1947. See id. at 273. At Baylor College of Medicine, from 1947-74, he was chief
of the Pulmonary Disease Section, and from 1975-91, he was chief of environmental medicine. See id.
at 289 n.7 (Dennis, J., dissenting). In 1991, he began practicing in Houston with a group of physicians
who specialized in respiratory diseases. See id. at 273. During his half-eentury-plus of practicing
medicine, he examined and diagnosed more than 100 patients for injuries caused by exposure to chemicals
on the job. See id. at 289 (Dennis, J., dissenting).

217. See id. at 273.
218. See id. at 288 n.6 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
219. See id.
220. See Moore v. Ashland Chern., Inc., 126 F.3d 679, 694, 697 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997), rev 'd en bane,

151 F.3d 269 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998),pe/itionfor eert.filed, 67 U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No.
98-992).

221. See Moore, 151 F.3dat273.
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he would be exposed to irritating chemical fumes. 222 At his deposition, Dr.
Jenkins testified that he had "no reason to doubt" that plaintiffs exposure to
the spilled chemicals was a cause of his disease.223

Moore had every reason to believe that Dr. Jenkins would be a most
impressive medical witness if the case went to triaI.224 His testimony would
be based on theories and techniques well-accepted within his discipline, and'
defendants agreed that he had outstanding credentials and was highly
qualified.22S Plaintiff would also call Dr. Antonio B. Alvarez who, when he
became Moore's primary treating physician in November 1990, had
confirmed Dr. Jenkins's diagnosis of RADS.226 Dr. Alvarez had been a
student ofDr. Jenkins at Baylor College ofMedicine, and his testimony would
parallel that of Dr. Jenkins.227 Moreover, this was a single-plaintiff negligence
action, a rather routine case about the cause of a noncatastrophic disease
following an inhalation of chemical fumes at the workplace.228 Moore's
medical causation testimony would be based, not on animal studies,
epidemiological evidence, or anything resembling "junk" science, but on the
clinical methodologies followed by these two physicians.229 Also, some toxic
tort cases, like Daubert and the Agent Orange case, become highly publicized
because they involve catastrophes, mass exposures, grievous suffering, or
indeterminable disorders.23o Such cases may generate legitimate fears that
juries might be confused or prejudiced by medical testimony. But Plaintiffs
proof presented none of the risks associated with the kind of toxic tort that
attracts great public attention.231

In a proffer of his testimony at trial, outside the presence of the jury, Dr.
Jenkins based his causation opinion on the above methodology, particularly
the MSDS, the examination ofMoore, Moore's history, the test and laboratory
results, and the close proximity in time between plaintiffs exposure and the
onset of his symptoms.232 Dr. Jenkins also testified that he had relied on
medical literature describing the properties of irritant chemicals that cause
RADS.233 Further, Dr. Jenkins had said in an earlier deposition that he was

222. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 495.
223. Id. at 495.
224. See supra note 216.
225. See supra note 216.
226. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 272.
227. See id. at 273.
228. See id. at 280 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
229. See id. at 290 n.8 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
230. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Phann., 509 U.S. 579, 595 (1993); Hercules, Inc. v. United States,

516 U.S. 417,419-21 (1996).
231. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 280 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
232. See id. at 273.
233. See Moore v. Ashland Chern., Inc., 126 F.3d 679, 697 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997), rev 'd en bane, 151

F.3d 269 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998),pelitionfor eerl.fi/ed, 67 U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98·
992).
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unaware of any scientific literature specifically linking toluene to RADS and
had not then referred to the Brooks study.234 However, he subsequently
testified at the in limine hearing that he was familiar with this study and that
it reported a causal connection between the chemical and the disease.23S

In support of a defense motion to exclude expert testimony, Ashland's
attorney argued that Dr. Jenkins had furnished no "scientific literature which
would indicate that toluene is capable of causing reactive airway disease" and
that he presented no "acceptable evidence of the level of exposure."236 After
reviewing his deposition and considering his in limine testimony, the trial
judge ruled that Dr. Jenkins would be permitted to testify to his diagnosis that
plaintiff suffered from RADS, but could not testify to his opinion that
exposure to toluene had caused the disease.237 The trial judge asserted that
such an opinion lacked scientific basis and sufficient reliability under Rule
702.238 Curiously, the trial judge ruled that Dr. Alvarez, who also testified at
the in limine hearing, would be permitted to give his medical opinion on
causation, which was identical to that of Dr. Jenkins.239 The en banc majority
justified the seeming inconsistency between these admissibility rulings by
explaining that the trial judge apparently felt that the opinion of Dr. Alvarez
was more reliable than that of Dr. Jenkins because he was Moore's treating
physician and he had relied on the Brooks study from the outset,240

At trial, the judge's rulings on admissibility almost certainly affected the
jury's perception of the case. Both Dr. Alvarez and Dr. Jenkins testified as

234. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273.
235. See id. Dr. Jenkins became aware of the Brooks study after Dr. Alvarez found it in a medical

magazine and brought it to Dr. Jenkins's attention. See id.
236. Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 495 (quoting Final Pretrial Conference at 19, Moore

(No. H-92-1017) (on file with Texas Law Review».
237. See Moore, 151 F.3d. at 273.
238. See id.
239. See id. at 274.
240. See id. In his commentary on Moore, Judge Reavley suggests that the situations of the two

doctors were sufficiently alike to justifY allowing both to testifY as to causation. See Reavley & Petalas,
supra note 200, at 499·500. Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Alvarez relied on the same methodology for diagnosing
plaintiff's disease and its cause-physical examination, test results, the MSDS, differential diagnosis, and
the close proximity in time between symptoms and exposure. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273; Reavley &
Petalas, supra note 200, at 500 n. 43. Both doctors stated fQr the first time during their in limine testimony
that they were familiar with the Brooks study. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273; Reavley & Petalas, supra note
200, at 500 n.43. In his deposition, Dr. Alvarez referred to, but did not cite, studies that specifically linked
toluene exposure to RADS. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 499 n.43. In his deposition, Dr.
Jenkins referred to medical literature describing the properties ofirritant chemicals that cause RADS. See
id. at 500 n.43. Further, in his affidavit opposing defendant's motion to exclude his testimony, Dr. Jenkins
stated that scientific literature recognizes causation. See id. Apart from Dr. Alvarez's becoming plaintitrs
treating physician and his allusion in his deposition to scientific literature linking toluene to
RAD5-differences that are insufficient to justifY differential treatment-the cases of the two doctors were
alike. See id. at 499-500 n.43. Judge Reavley argued, however, that the underlying mistake in Moore was
to interpret Daubert as requiring scientific literature in support of causation testimony in all cases. See
id. at 500 n.43.
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plaintiffs medical experts.241 Dr. Alvarez told the jury of his diagnosis and
treatment of Moore, including his opinion on causation.242 He also testified
that Dr. Jenkins had been his teacher and mentor in medical school.243

However, Dr. Jenkins, who had been ordered to remain silent on the cause of
Moore's disease, testified only to his diagnosis ofRADS upon examining and
testing plaintiff.244 A single medical witness, Dr. Robert Jones, testified for
the defense.24s Dr. Jones concluded that Moore had bronchial asthma rather
than RADS and that his recent affliction with pneumonia and his history of
smoking were responsible for his pulmonary problems, not exposure to
toluene.246 Therefore, although the jurors had heard medical causation
testimony from Dr. Alvarez, they had not heard it from the doctor with
paramount credentials, and they might well have thought that had he been
asked for his opinion, it would have been unfavorable to plaintiff.247 In his
summation to the jury, the defense attorney capitalized on the judge's
admissibility rulings by arguing that only Dr. Jones and Dr. Alvarez had
testified on the critical issue and that Dr. Alvarez should not be believed
because he was not well-qualified.248 The jury found for defendant, and
plaintiffappealed,z49 Sitting en bane, the Fifth Circuit affirmed, upholding the
trial judge's ruling that Dr. Jenkins's testimony on the cause of the pulmunary
illness lacked a reliable basis.2so

2. Criticism ofMoore

One commentator found the judge's exclusion of causation testimony
remarkable because, although the various appellate opinions in Moore
revolved around the issue of Dr. Jenkins's testimonial reliability, the evidence

241. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273.
242. See id.
243. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 497.
244. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273.
245. See id. at 274.
246. See id.
247. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 497-98.
248. See id. at 498. During his closing, the defense attorney argued:
What caused Mr. Moore's lung problem? And that gets us down to two witnesses, Doctor
Alvarez and Doctor Jones, because they are the only two witnesses who have given you any
opinion as to what caused-what his lung-what caused his lung condition. And look at it.
Doctor Alvarez is the treating physician, no question about it, not board certified in
anything....

On the other hand, Doctor Jones-and I make no apologies for the fact that Doctor Jones
came from New Orleans to testify. We wanted to bring you qualified competent evidence,
somebody who knows the field, somebody who knows what he's talking about when you're
talking about the possibility of chemicals to cause lung injury.

[d.
249. See Moore, 151 F.3dat272.
250. See id. at 279.
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in the record did not even put general causation in issue.2S1 Judge Reavley's
examination of the record showed that the defendant had not objected to
plaintiff's introduction at trial of either Dow's MSDS warning of possible
lung injury or the case report of another individual who had developed RADS
following exposure to toluene.252 Moreover, he observed that absent
countervailing evidence, the circumstances-the brief period of time between
Moore's exposure and the onset of his symptoms-reasonably permitted an
inference of causation.2S3 Further, although Dr. Jones disagreed with Dr.
Jenkins's diagnosis of RADS and opined that plaintiff's illness was asthma
(based on his medical records and without having seen him), the defense
expert concluded that toluene was more likely to produce serious nervous
disorders than harm the respiratory system.254 Rather than producing medical
authority opposing the plaintiff's causation testimony, Ashland's attorney
simply argued that Dr. Jenkins had furnished no "scientific literature which
would indicate that toluene is capable of causing reactive airway disease" and
that he presented no "acceptable evidence of the level of exposure."m

But, the en banc majority studiously upheld, as within the trial judge's
discretion, the ruling that Dr. Jenkins's causation testimony lacked a reliable
basis.256 Consider these points: First, standing alone, the close connection
between Moore's exposure and injury may lack probative force, but in
combination with his other proof it should have been compelling evidence of
causation.257 Reasonably, if a person develops symptom X almost
immediately after exposure to chemical Y, "the need for published literature
showing a correlation between the two may be diminished."258 Rejecting
temporal proximity, a factor used by medical experts in determining whether
a causal relationship exists between exposure and the development of
symptoms, the Moore court ignored legal and scientific authority and relied

251. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 496.
252. See id.
253. See id. at 496-97; Benedi v. McNeil-P.P.C., Inc., 66 F.3d 1378, 1384 (4th Cir. 1995);

Zuchowicz v. United States, 140 F.3d 381, 385 (2d Cir. 1988); 2 STEPHEN A. SALTZBURG ET AL., FEDERAL
RULES OF EVIDENCE MANUAL 1233-34 (7th ed. 1998); see also Moore, 151 F.3d at 272 ("[T]he fact that
an individual's symptoms followed an appropriate time after exposure is an important consideration in
determining causation.").

254. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 496. Dr. Jones further stated in his deposition that
he was "not aware of any medical literature that discloses much about lung toxicity of toluene. The
medical literature on those common solvents, benzene, toluene, and xylene, contain almost nothing about
lung toxicity." [d. at 496 n.29.

255. [d. at 495.
256. See Moore v. Ashland Chem., Inc., 151 F.3d 269, 279 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998),petilionfor cert.

filed, 67 U.S.L.W. 3409 (U.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98-992).
257. See Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 496.
258. Cavallo v. Star Enterprise, 892 F. Supp. 756, 774 (E.D. Va. 1995), affd in part, 100 F.3d 1150

(4th Cir. 1996).
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instead on a district court decision easily distinguishable from the case at
bar.259

Second, the en banc majority burdened inhalation-exposure victims by
requiring almost absolutely that their experts have scientifically accurate
information about the nature and volume of chemical fumes in the air.260 The
court said that if a plaintiffs expert does not have such information-even if
he has hard science support for his conclusion-his opinion will be suspect.261

But from Dow's MSDS and Moore's medical history, Dr. Jenkins had all the
data he thought necessary to diagnose plaintiffs disease and its cause.262 Dr.
Jenkins might have had better data about the level of exposure than available
to experts in most toxic exposure cases.26J The additional burden put on
inhalation victims by a requirement so unnecessarily stringent as imposed in
Moore deals a near deathblow to their prospects for recovery.264

Third, the en banc court's consideration of issues not raised in the district
court is troubling.265 For example, the majority suggested that Dr. Jenkins had
not sufficiently engaged in differential etiology so as to eliminate alternative
causes of Moore's respiratory illness, such as his childhood asthma, history

259. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 278 (citing Cavallo, 892 F. Supp. at 773-74). Cavallo is
distinguishable from Moore in many important respects. The plaintiff in Cavallo was exposed for only
five minutes in the open parking lot of a shopping mall to fumes from a spillage ofjet fuel 500 feet away.
See Cavallo, 892 F. Supp. at 758. Plaintiffdid not seek medical assistance until nine days later and made
no showing that she was exposed to fumes any more dense than the ordinary daily atmosphere in the
parking lot. See id. Her expert immunologists did not have a MSDS or full knowledge of the chemicals
inhaled, and they did not reliably follow the toxicology principles of their own disciplines. See id. at 763
74.

260. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 278-79.
261. See id. at 278 n.IO.
262. See id. at 272-73. From his patient's medical history, Dr. Jenkins learned that two 400 pound

drums of the chemicals had begun leaking in the back ofa 28-foot enclosed trailer; that the two drums had
lost enough of their contents that he and one other employee could remove them from the unventilated
truck by hand after the discovery of the leakage; that he spent 45 minutes to an hour exerting himself
inside the truck; that he smelled.a strong odor during the cleanup; and thai the onset of his symptoms
began immediately after the exposure. See id. at 271-72. Dr. Jenkins stated that all of the chemicals
identified in the MSDS were chemicals with irritating properties that can cause RADS and that toluene
was similar to the chemicals about which articles on RADS have been written. See Moore v. Ashland
Chem., Inc., 126 F.3d 679, 695 (5th Cir. Oct. 1997), rev 'd en bane, 151 F.3d 269 (5th Cir. Aug. 1998),
petition for eert. filed, 67 V.S.L.W. 3409 (V.S. Dec. 17, 1998) (No. 98·992). Dr. Jenkins testified that
based on the MSDS and the history taken, he estimated that Moore had been exposed to 200 parts per
million or higher of the chemical vapors. See id.

263. See FEDERAL JUDICtAL CENTER, REFERENCE MANUAL ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 187 (1994).
The Federal Judicial Center explains the difficulty ofobtaining quantitative data in toxic tort cases:

Only rarely are humans exposed to chemicals in a manner that permits a quantitative
determination of adverse outcomes. . . . Human exposure occurs most frequently in
occupational senings where workers are exposed to industrial chemicals like lead or asbestos;
however, even under these circumstances, it is usually difficult, if not impossible, to quantifY
the amount of exposure.

Jd.
264. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 269.
265. See id.
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ofsmoking, or recent bout with pneumonia, all occurring prior to his exposure
at Ashland.266 The defendant objected, however, to Dr. Jenkins's causation
opinion, not because he had failed to take these possible causes into account,
but because he did not produce sufficient scientific literature linking toluene
to RADS.267 Similarly, the trial judge excluded Dr. Jenkins's opinion
testimony, not because he had not considered alternative explanations of the
plaintiffs illness, but because Dr. Jenkins had not provided a published article
supporting his conclusion.268 The majority's assertion that the trial judge
found Dr. Jenkins did not sufficiently consider other possible causes is an
instance, not of appellate review of a district court's ruling and reasoning, but
of a redetermination of the trial judge's initial assessment of whether Dr.
Jenkins's testimony was reliably based.269

There is yet another example of an after-the-fact finding by the appellate
court. The majority argued that the trial judge found an "analytic gap"
between Dr. Jenkins's causation opinion and the hard science support for that
opinion.270 However, the trial judge made no such finding. Rather, she found
Dr. Jenkins's opinion inadmissible because it was unsupported by a
publication.271 The quoted words, "analytical gap," are not hers, but those of
Chief Justice Rehnquist in General Electric Co. v. Joiner, a decision cited in
the majority opinion.272 An "analytical gap," in the sense that it was used by
Justice Rehnquist, is a logical gap between the scientific knowledge or
available data and the conclusion claimed for it.273 In Joiner, for example, the
Court determined that, for various reasons, the animal and epidemiological
studies relied on by plaintiffs experts did not rationally support the
conclusions they drew from them.274 But Dr. Jenkins's opinion in Moore,
while it may have lacked a scientific publication for its support, was well
grounded in the principles and methodologies ofclinical medicine and did not
suffer from a gap in reasoning.275

266. See id. at 279. The plaintitTtold his doctors that he had smoked a pack ofcigarettes every day
during the past twenty years. See itt. at 272. At the time of trial he still smoked. See id. He also told his
doctors that he had asthma as a child. See id. Further, he explained that on the day of his exposure to
fumes at Ashland he had just returned to work after having been ill with pneumonia. See id.

267. See id. at 289; Moore, 126 F.3d at 700.
268. See Moore. 151 F.3d at 273-74; Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 499.
269. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 288 (Dennis, 1., dissenting).
270. Moore, 151 F.3d at 279.
271. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 273-74; Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at 499.
272. 522 U.S. 136, 146 (I 997). In Joiner, the Supreme Court held that a district court's decision

to admit or exclude scientific evidence is to be reviewed for an abuse ofdiscretion, the standard ordinarily
applied to review of evidentiary rulings. See id. at 146. The Court rejected the Eleventh Circuit's
suggestion that Daubert changed the standard governing the review of such rulings. See id. at 142.

273. Jd. at 146.
274. See id. at 144-47. For example, even though the authors of the Bertazzi study were unwilling

to make the claim that PCB exposure caused cancer among the workers studied, plaintiffs experts, relying
on the study, made such a claim. See id.

275. See Moore, 151 F.3d at 277-79.
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In sum, the Moore court held that a physician, whose opinion is solidly
rooted in the principles and methodology of clinical medicine, cannot reliably
testify to the causal relationship between an individual's exposure to toxic
chemicals and his subsequent illness.276 The decision violates policy and
precedent and is in conflict with decisions in other federal circuits.277 Its
mistaken assumption is that Daubert always requires that scientific literature
support credible causation testimony.278 Insistence upon strict compliance

.with hard science factors in all cases is unfortunate. It may deprive the trier
of fact of useful evidence needed to do justice. It may seriously disturb the
balance of power between judge and jury. It may require judges to pretend
that they are knowledgeable in matters in which they are no more so than
jurors. In his concurring opinion in Joiner, Justice Breyer suggested that trial
judges might be better prepared to deal with complicated scientific or
technical evidence if they appointed experts to assist them in resolving
gatekeeping questions.279 The suggestion is worthy of serious consideration,
but Rule 706 has always entitled a court to appoint experts and still the
problem exists.280 Resolving the conflicting views of the courts of
appeals-but more importantly, providing trial judges with a clear test by
which to determine the reliability of expert evidence-may require a
clarification of Daubert by the Supreme Court,2HI or by an amendment to Rule
702 from the Advisory Committee for the Federal Rules of Evidence. 282

276. See id.
277. See id. at 279·80 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
278. See id. at 280 (Dennis, J., dissenting).
279. See Joiner, 522 U.S. at 149·50 (Breyer. J., concurring).
280. See Reavley & Petalas, supra, note 200, at 512.
28 L See id. at 511-12. At the time of this writing, the Supreme Court had heard arguments in

Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 131 F.3d 1433 (11th Cir. 1997). cert. granted, 118 S. Ct. 2339 (1998). but
had not yet issued its decision. See id. Carmichael provides the Court with an opportunity to provide a
satisfactory test by which to determine the reliability of expert evidence.

282. The Advisory Committee has proposed an amendment to Rule 702. The proposal would add
the italicized language to Rule 702:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier offact to understand
the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education, may testilY thereto in the form of an opinion or
otherwise, provided that (/) the testimony is sufficiently based upon reliable facts or data. (2)
the testimony is the product ofreliable principles and methods. and (3) the witness has applied
the principles and methods reliably to the facts ofthe case.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO FED. R. EVID. 702 (emphasis added). For a discussion of the proposed
amendment by the Reporter to the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee for the Federal Rules of
Evidence, see generally Daniel J. Capra, Evidence Amendments, NAT'L L.J., Oct. 5, 1998, at B II.

"The proposed amendment to Rule 702 is not helpful or needed and may even validate the errors of
Moore by leading the gatekeeper to require all experts to bring to court data and literature on principles
and methods, whether or not a scientific or technical issue exists. n Reavley & Petalas, supra note 200, at
511 n.125. Judge Reavley's suggestion is that Rule 702, though it was misapplied in Moore, provides a
useful test for the admission ofexpert evidence. See id. at 493·94. He urges not a revision of the Rule,
but a return to it. See id. at 493.
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